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SUMMARY 
An investigation of the performance of a three-stage transonic 
compressor having high stage pressure rat ios was conducted as an ini-
tial step in an investigation of the problems encountered when high-
pressure-ratio transonic stages are grouped together to form a multi-
stage compressor. The compressor .fas designed for an overall stag-
nation pressure ratio of 2.96 (an average .stagnation pressure ratio per 
stage of 1 .44) with a corrected specific weight flow of 29.8 pounds per 
second per square foot of frontal area at a corrected t i p speed of 
1,200 ft/sec. Inlet hub-tip radius ratio was 0.50. The overall per-
formance was obtained from tests of the compressor in Freon-12 at cor-
rected speeds from 40 to 100 percent of the Freon equivalent of the 
design speed in air . 
The maximum stagnation pressure ratio obt ained a t the Freon equiv-
alent design speed was 3.12 at 72 . 8 Ib/sec (corresponding to an air 
equivalent specific weight flow of 27.7 pounds per second per squar~ 
foot of frontal area) and an efficiency of 0 . 82. The peak efficiency 
at the Freon equivalent design speed was 0 . 83 and efficienc ies as high 
as 0.82 occurred for pressure ratios ranging from 2. 65 to 3 .12. The 
maximum weight flow obtained at design speed was 4 percent less than 
the Freon equivalent design weight flow. Peak effi ciency gradually 
increased from 0 . 89 to 0. 92 as speed increased from 0 .40 to 0 . 85 of the 
Freon equivalent design speed. The efficiency remained high over most 
of the speed range and dropped to just below 0 .87 at 0.95 Freon equiva-
lent design speed . The highest overall pressure ratio and weight flow 
for which an efficiency as high as 0. 90 Ifas obt ained occurred at 0.92 Freon 
equivalent design speed (corresponding to approximately 1,100 ft/sec in 
air) where a pressure ratio of 2.54 (1.364 per stage) was obtained at a 
weight flow of 71 . 3 Ib/sec . (Air equivalent specific weight flow is 
27.1 pounds per second per square foot of frontal area.) At 0.85 Freon 
eqUivalent design speed, all three stages appear to be well matched. 
L 
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The efficiency leve l (0.90 to 0.92) at this match point is considered 
to bE: representative of the performance that should be obtained in an 
air test at 0.91 air design speed. 
An analysis of the effects of using either Freon or air as the test 
medium for flow through compressor blade rows is also presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
For high-speed flight, it is desirable that the gas turbine engine 
be lightweight and compact. Gas turbines which utilize multistage axial-
flow compressors can be made lighter and more compact if the compressor 
has a high flow handling capacity per square foot of frontal area and 
is composed of stages having high pressure ratios. Transonic rotors 
have already been shown to be capable of producing pressure ratios of 
from 1.30 to 1.65 and specific weight flows of from 30 to 36.5 pounds 
per second per square foot of frontal area a t efficiencies of 0.90 
(refs. 1 t o 3). The performance of such rotors when combined with 
stators indicated equally high stage efficiencies (refs. 1 and 4) . 
If several transonic stages are combined into a multistage unit 
both flow handling capacity and the pressure ratio per stage can be made 
considerably higher than could be accomplished with subsonic blading. 
To indicate, however, that efficient transonic rotor and stage perform-
ance can be realized in a multistage compressor when several such stages 
are grouped together, multistage transonic compressors must be designed, 
built, and tested. Such tests will indicate whether there are adverse 
effects in grouping transonic stages. For example, they will indicate 
whether the velocity profiles which develop after several transonic 
blade rows may adversely affect the compressor performance. They will 
also indicate whether part -speed performance characteristics of tran-
sonic multistage compressors are satisfactory. 
To investigate the effects of multistaging several highly loaded 
transonic stages, an experimental axial-flow compressor having three 
high-pressure-ratio transonic stages was designed, constructed, and 
tested at the NACA-Langley Laboratory. The design overall total pres-
sure ratio was 2.96 which corresponded to an average stage pressure 
ratio of approximately 1.44. The design specific weight flow was 
29.8 pounds per second per square foot of frontal area. The original 
aerodynamic design for this compressor was completed in November 1951. 
In the interim two other transonic multistage compressors have been 
designed and tested (refs. 5 and 6). Both showed excellent performance 
cllaracteristics. The major differences between the compressor herein 
reported and the first three stages of the transonic multistage com-
pressors of references 5 and 6 are that in this compressor (1) the 
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solidities a r e considerably lower; (2) the blade shapes are quite d if-
ferent ; (3) a ll b lade select i ons are based on low- speed cascade dat a ; 
and (4) the avera ge design stage pressure ratio is about t he same a s 
that of reference 5 though accomplished at a higher tip speed and is 
greater than t hat of reference 6. 
This repor t presents t he design procedure) velocit y d i a grams) and 
blading. The over a l l performance ob tained for speeds ranging from 40 
:3 
to 100 percent of de sign in Freon is presented. An analysis of t he 
effects of using either Freon or air as the test medium f or f low through 















flow area) sq ft 
blade chord) ft 
specific heat a t constant pressure) ft lb/lb/oF 
D- factor) Ve t::NT 1 - -- + ---- where velocities are relat ive to Vi 2oVi ) 
the b lade element under cons iderat i on 
boundary - layer b l ocka ge f actor 
Mach number 
corre cted rot a t ional speed (the ratio of actual rotationa l 
speed to fST)) rpm 
polytr opic exponent 
stagnation pressure) lb/sq ft 
stati c pres sure) lb/sq ft 
static pres sure rise across a blade row) Pe - Pi ) lb/ s q ft 
12/ inlet dynamic pressure) 2 PiMi ) lb sq f t 
rotor 
radius ) ft 
stator 
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SWF specific weight f l ow, weight flow per square foot of frontal 
area, lb/sec/sq ft 
s entropy, ft-lb/lb/oF 
T stagnation temperature, oR 
t static temperature, ~ 
U rotational speed, ft/sec 
V velocity, ft/sec 
W weight flow, lb/sec 
Q angle of attack, deg 
fu, difference behleen actual angle of attack and low- speed cascade 
design angle of attack, Q - Qd C' deg , 
fu,' difference between equiva l ent angl e of attack and low- speed 
cascade design ang l e of attack, Q' - Q ,deg d,c 
inlet angle, air direction at inlet to blade row, measured 
from axial direction, deg 
1 ratio of specific heats 
o ratio of stagnation pressure to standard sea- level pressure 
~ adiabatic efficiency 
8 flow t urning angle across blade row, deg 
9
T 
ra tio of total temperature to standard sea-level temperature 
68 ' difference between equivalent turning angle actually used at 
design point and the design equivalent value required to 
fit the design equivalent velocity diagrams, 8'act - 8' 
p density, slugs/cu ft 
cr solidity, ratio of blade chord to blade spacing 
, 
~.J 
- - - ------------ - --------
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Subscripts: 
A air value 
a axial 
act actual equivalent condition used at design point 
av average 
B arbitrary radia l station 
C arbitrary radia l s t a tion 
c 10lv- spe ed cascade 
cr condition where flow is s on ic 
d design 
E Freon equivalent conditions which result for same inlet Mach 
numbers and inlet angles e nte ring r otor 1 as air design 
values 
e exit 




m mean radius 
R relative to rotor 




equivalent condition, used with flow angles when three-
dimensional velocity diagram is converted to an equivalent 
diagram for blade - selection purposes 
5 
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COMPRESSOR DESIGN CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE 
Overall Design Parameters 
The three -stage transonic research compressor was designed to be 
tested in an existing single-stage test stand with a minimum of modi-
fication to the test facility. The only effect this had on the design 
was to fix the compressor tip diameter at 16 inches and the discharge 
hub- tip radius ratio at 0 . 75. The following is a swnmary of the com-
pressor overall design parameters: 
(1) Overall total pressure ratio ~ 3.0 (average stage pressure 
ratio ~ 1.44) 
(2) Equivalent specific weight flow ~ 30 lb/sec/sq ft frontal area 
(inlet axial Mach number = 0.555) 
(3) Tip speed = 1,200 ft/sec 
(4) Inlet hub-tip ratio = 0 . 50 
(5) Exit hub -tip ratio = 0.75 
(6) Constant tip diameter = 16 inches 
(7) Ratio of discharge axial velocity to inlet axial velocity ~ 0.75 
No inlet guide vanes were used in the compressor design. 
pressure ratios can be increased for the same Tip speed.- Stage 
loading limit, that is ~ or D-factor, by increasing the design 
rotational speed providing stage efficiency remains the same (ref. 7) . 
For typical transonic inlet rotors without inlet guide vanes the prime 
factor limiting rotational speed is the level of tip region relative 
Mach number considered to be acceptable for efficient operation. At the 
time this compressor was designed and actually even now there is no 
clearly defined tip limiting Mach number level. In fact, it is felt 
that Mach number limit is very much determined by blade surface curva-
ture and static pressure rise. A tip relative inlet Mach number of 1 .24 
was arbitrarily selected for the first rotor. This Mach number combined 
with a tip speed of 1,200 ft/sec resulted in a design specific weight 
flow of 29 . 8 pounds per second per square foot of frontal area. It was 
hoped that the amount of surface pressure recovery (expressed as the 
ratio of the overall static pressure rise to the difference between 
inlet relative stagnation and static pressure) and the shock strength 
which occurs at an inlet Mach number of 1.24 could be kept low enough 
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to ensure efficient performance . A moderately large annulus contraction 
across the first rotor was used to reduce the pressure recovery . To 
reduce surface Mach numbers and thereby reduce shock strength, thin 
blade sections with a mean- line shape which tends to reduce the surface 
curvature in the forward portion of the blade were used for the tip 
region. If the performance does tend to falloff at this rather high 
Mach number level, some tip speed lower than the design value of 
1,200 ft/sec will be a more desirable operating point . 
Overall pressure ratio .- The overall total pressure ratio was 
determined from preliminary hub section calculations in which an arbi-
trary loading limit of a maximum hub turni ng angle of between 30° and 
310 (based on the mean axial velocity a cross the hub section) was 
assumed. For these calculations consta nt power input radially was 
assumed as well as a polytropic stage efficiency of 0 . 90 . This hub 
turning-angle limit provided high pressure ratios while still utilizing 
blade sections which were within the high -performance range as indicated 
in the low-speed cascade data of reference 8. As yet, no truly effec-
tive loading limit has been obtained which can be used as an absolute 
loading limit criterion except for blade rows which are similar in 
pressure rise, solidity, blade shape , thickness, and inlet Mach number 
to those which have already been tested. Care must be taken to ensure 
that no 6p loading limit or D-factor limit is used for conditions (p - ph 
too dissimilar from the data which established the limit. Such param-
eters are only approximate means of estimating the limiting values of 
surface pressure recoveries which result from complex boundary-layer shock 
interaction phenomena further complicated by the effects of centrifugal 
force on blade boundary layer as well as tip clearance effects . The 
ability to lump these effects into simple overall parameters should 
therefore not be considered to extend beyond the types of conditions 
used to establish the limits . 
Axial velocity variation .- As stated previously, it was necessary 
for testing convenience to provide for an exit hub - tip ratio of 0·75· 
For the design overall pressure ratio, an inlet hub- tip ratio of 0·50, 
and a constant tip diameter of 16 inches, the resulting axial velocity 
ratio from compressor discharge to inlet was approximately 0·75· This 
amount of diffusion in the compressor appeared reasonable since for 
high-flow machines one problem is where to accomplish the considerable 
amount of diffusion necessary to obtain velocitie s in the combustion 
chamber '."hich are low enough to ensure high combustor efficiencies. 
By having much of the diffusion take place in the compressor, the length 
Qf the diffuser between compressor and combustor can be reduced . Such 
diffusion in the compressor, however, results in increased pressure 
recoveries for the various blade rows and hence the blade rows will be 
operating closer to their aerodynamic loading limits. 
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Since the maximum inlet relative Mach numbers for thi s design 
decreased from the first rotor to the last, the maximum r educti on i n 
annulus area occurred across the first rotor in order to reduce surface 
pressure recovery where it could be most severe. 
The hub- tip ratios used in the blade row by blade row computations 
weOre obtained from an assumed smooth hub contour from inlet to d ischarge 
and from an approximation of the axial projections of the blade rows . 
Provision ,{as made for approximately a 1.1 inch space between r ows for 
interstage instrumentation . These hub- tip rati os are indicated in table I. 
The inlet hub - tip ratio for any blade row was taken at the blade leading 
edge and the exit hub - tip ratio was taken at the blade trailing edge ; 
hence the differences between exit radii from one row and inlet radii 
for the succeeding row . 
Efficiency and boundary- layer blockage factor. - The design of a 
compressor stage requires that some estimate of stage efficiency and 
boundary - layer development be made . To attempt an estimation of ,{hat 
the radial distribution of losses will be is not presently feasible 
unless there are data available for a stage or rotor which is quite 
similar to that being designed . One method of resolving this problem 
is to assume an efficiency based on past experience for the f r ee - stream 
region of the flow in the annulus . This regi on encompasses most of the 
blade and is the region for \fhich velocity diagrams are computed and 
blade sections are selected. The polytropic efficiency assumed for this 
design was 0.90 for each stage . The small boundary- layer regi on at 
the end walls can be accounted for by using past experience to estimate 
the amount of blockage this boundary layer will produce and then to pro-
vide for this blockage by suitably increasing the area . The blockage 
can be expressed in terms of a blockage factor K which is the ratio of 
the actual weight flow to the ideal weight flow} Wideal} that would 
have occurred if there were no reduction in velocity near the casings 
due to casing boundary layers. An example of K is presented in the 
following sketch: 
K w Area under curve A 
Area under curve Be 
Hence, values of K can be readily obtained from test data . A more 
detailed discuss ion of blockage factor is presented in reference 9. 
A complete discussion of the methods used in the design of the com-
pressor reported herein and the boundary- layer allO'.vances that result 
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is presented in appendix A. The coordinates for the inner contour that 
were selected, the assumed K values, and the effective K values that 
resulted because of the approximation used to satisfy continUity are tab-
ulated in table II. As may be seen, effective K does not gradually 
decrease from blade row to blade row. Since at the time this compressor 
was designed little information was available regarding the correct values 
of K to use, it was not considered necessary to redesign the compressor 
to provide a gradual smooth decrease in effective K from inlet to dis-
charge. Since the third stage, which has K values greater than 1.0, 
was considered to have sufficient range to cope with the Mach numbers and 
angles of attack which would result for a nominal amount of boundary-layer 
growth at the design pOint, a recalculation and resetting of this stage 
for a K of less than 1.0 was considered to be unnecessary. A schematic 
drawing of the stage transonic compressor is presented in figure 1. 
Since the design of this compressor, several transonic rotors and 
stages have been tested and values for blockage factor and efficiency 
have been obtained. It has been shown that for stage efficiencies of 0.90 
blockage factors of from 0.95 to 0.96 were measured downstream of the 
transonic rotors (refs. 1 and 4). It was further indicated in refer-
ence 1 that downstream of the stator the blockage factors were from 0.94 
to 0.95. These values give an indication of blockage factor level that 
should be used behind the first stage of a multistage transonic compres-
sor. The problem of what values of blockage factor to use for succeeding 
stages still exists. 
A variety of assumptions regarding blockage factor have been made 
in several successful multistage compressors. For example, no boundary-
layer blockage factor was applied in the design of the 10-stage subsonic 
compressor of reference 10. The eight-stage compressor having two tran-
sonic stages (ref. 6) has a blockage factor which decreases steadily 
from 0.99 in the first stage to 0.77 by the eighth stage. The five-
stage transonic compressor (ref. 5) has an assumed blockage factor 
of 0.95 after the first stage which gradually decreases to 0.90 at the 
exit of the fifth stage. For the 10-stage compressor at design speed 
measured weight flow was some 2.7 percent below design; for the eight-
stage compressor design weight flow was obtained but not quite design 
pressure ratiO; and for the 5-stage compressor the measured weight flow 
obtained was about 3.2 percent greater than design. 
It should be realized that with the data available it is quite 
impossible to ascertain how much influence the assumed blockage had on 
design control, that is, obtaining design conditions. However, it 
appears that even for rather large variations in assumed blockage the 
compressor tends to come fairly close to its design weight flow at 
design speed and pressure ratio providing the rest of the design pro-
cedure is reasonable and no obvious loading limits are exceeded. These 
statements are actually pointing out the fact that if the contraction 
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through the compressor is somewhat in error it t ake s only small changes 
in veight flmr to provide reasonable stage matching . Nevertheless) if 
it can be presumed that turning angles and efficiencies can be estima ted 
with reasonable accuracy) to provide good stage matching at design con-
ditions an accurate method of estimating blockage must be obtained . 
Analysis of weight - flow distributions behind various stages in several 
compressors should provide information for estimating such blockage 
factors . 
Velocity Diagram Calculation Procedure 
All blade row calculations were made assuming that the flmr across 
each row occ~red along conical surfaces generated by maintaining the 
ratio of radial distance bet\feen streamlines to radial passage height 
constant at the inlet and exit of the row. Hence ) each conical surface 
is defined by 
== Constant 
As stated previously) the loading limitation used in this compres-
sor design \fas to keep maximum turning angles) based on mean axial 
velocity condi tions along each conical surface) at approximately 300 to 
310. The determination of the pressure ratio which corresponded to this 
hub turning angle limitation was a trial and error solution in \fh ich the 
selection of design pressure ratio was altered until the hub turning 
angle 8h ' ':las in the 300 to 310 range . 
A derivation of the equations used to compute velocity diagrams is 
presented in Appendix A. The stage -by - stage calculation procedure was 
as follows : 
(1) The relationship between power input and stage stagnation pres -
sure ratio along a streamline is as follows : 
The tangential velocity distribution behind each rotor was obtained from 
this equation used in conjunction with an assumed stage stagnation pres -
sure ratio) the previously assumed va l ue of tip speed (Ut = 1) 200 ft/sec)) 
a stage polytropic efficiency of 0 . 90) and the inlet and exit hub - tip 
._------------------ ------
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radii. For the first rotor, which has no inlet guide vane, the dis-
charge tangential velocity distribution is free vortex (VT ~ ~ ) for the 
condition of radially constant power input . Application of equation (A9) 
from the appendix indicated no radial variation in -axial velocity at 
this axial station . Since succeeding sta tors did not have free-vortex 
discharge tangential velocity distributions, equation (A9) when applied 
to rotors 2 and 3 would yield r adial variations in rotor discharge axial 
velocities. 
(2) Continuity was satisfied by the method indicated in appendix A 
and the hub turning angle based on average axia l velocity at the hub 
section was computed. The selection of design stage pressure was 
adjusted until 8h ' was about 300 to 310 . 
(3) To calculate the inlet conditions for the succeeding blade rov, 
constant moment of momentum was assumed across the 1 . 1 inch gap between 
blade rows. Therefore, inlet conditions for each succeeding row were 
obtained by maintaining V~ = Constant from the trailing edge of the 
previous row to the leading edge of the row under consideration. Equa-
tion (A9) in conjunction with the satisfaction of continuity was then 
used to compute the inlet axial velocity distribution. The inlet axial 
velocity was constant from hub to tip for the first rotor and stator 
only. 
(4) The calculation of conditions dmmstream of the stator required 
the assumption of a stator loading limit as well as a selection of the 
radial variation in exit tangential velocity distribution. Moderately 
high stator turning angles were necessary to provide high subsonic Mach 
numbers relative to the succeeding rotor in order to permit the succeeding 
stage to produce a high pressure ratio . High turning was also necessary 
to make the inlet angle at the hub section of the succeeding rotor high 
enough to avoid any possibility of rotor hub choking . As an arbitrary 
loading limit, stator maximum turning angles were held to from 290 to 
320. Since it was desirable to reduce the tip relative inlet Mach num-
ber of rotors 2 and 3 belOlv the rather high value of 1. 24 in the first 
rotor, a solid-body type discharge tangential velocity distribution was 
used in all stators ( VT ~ r). For this type of distribution the maximum 
turning angles occurred at stator hub sections . The hub exit tangential 
velocity to accomplish 8h' values of from 290 to 320 was assumed . The 
VT ~ r relationship was applied to obtain the VT distribution. Just 
as for rotor calculations equa t i on (A9) and the continuity equation were 
used to determine the Va distribution . Several calculations were 
required to determine the hub VT selection which would produce 8h' 
of the order of from 290 to 320 . The inlet conditions for the succeeding 
rotor were obtained by applying constant moment of momentum a s indicated 
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in step 2 of the calculation procedure . The calculations of all suc -
ceeding stators and rotors were conducted by the same methods as are 
herein presented . 
It should be pointed out that the selection of a maximum stator 
turning angle of from 290 to 320 was felt to be somewhat conservative 
but at the time it was not considered advisable to jeopardize the per -
formance of the transonic multistage compressor by using subsonic sta -
tors which had considerably higher turning angles than had been currently 
used. Since then) it has been shown that high turning sta tors can be 
used without detrimental effects on the performance of a transonic multi -
stage compressor (ref . 9) . 
The following stage design total pressure ratios ,.ere obtained 
from these design velocity diagram calculations : 
First stage - 1.429 
Second stage - 1.458 
Third stage - 1.429 
A listing of the significant velocity diagram parameters is pre -
sented in table I. The maximum rotor inlet Mach numbers were 1 . 24 in 
the first rotor) 1 .02 in the second) and 0. 94 in the third . The maxi -
6p 6 mum value of ( ) was o. 3 for the rotor s and occurred at the hub 
P - p i 
of the first rotor . The maximum value for the stators was 0. 55 and 
occurred at the hub of the third stator. Design velocity diagrams are 
presented at three radial stations for all three stages (fig. 2). 
The diffusion factor analysis presented in reference 11 was not 
available at the time this compressor was designed. The D- factors which 
resulted from the design velocity diagrams and solidity selections have 
been computed and are presented in table I . The rotor tip D-factor for 
the third rotor is higher than the 0.45 limit suggested in reference 11 
for subsonic rotors operating below critical speed. Although this limit 
is exceeded) it is not obvious that the performance of this rotor) which 
operates at transonic speed with an inlet boundary layer quite different 
from that of an inlet rotor) will be adversely affected . The maximum 
stator D- factor occurred at the hub of the third stator and was equal 
to 0.61. Hence) the stator D- factors do not exceed the limiting values 
recommended in reference 11 . 
Equivalent Velocity Diagrams for Blade - Selection Purposes 
Since all blade cambers and setting angles were determined from 
low- speed cascade data) some means of accounting for the variation in 
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axial velocity which occurred along each conical surface was required. 
The method used was to calculate so- called equiva lent inlet angle and 
turning angles obtained from the design velocity diagrams by maintaining 
all tangential components and using the average axial ve locity across 
the blade row along each conical surface . The angles associated with 
these equivalent constant axial velocity diagrams at each radial station 
were used in conjunction with low- speed cascade data to determine both 
the cambers and the blade setting angles with no further recourse to 
the actual angles associated with the design velocity diagrams. 
Since this compressor was designed, a more desirable method of 
accounting for axial velocity change in a design velocity diagram has 
been established for the utilization of low-speed cascade data for blade-
selection purposes. The suggested method is to maintain the tangential 
components and to calculate turning angle from the diagram obtained by 
converting only the discharge velocity to an equivalent discharge veloc-
ity based on the mean axial velocity. The resulting equivalent turning 
angle Sf for the axial velocity increase condition is indicated in the 
following sketch: 
Vi 
~ __________ ~~ ____ ~ Vai 
Va av , 
Both of the previously described methods of computing equivalent 
velocity diagrams for blade-selection purposes represent an attempt to 
provide either the lower camber necessary for a given turning angle if 
the axial velocity increased across the blade row in the design diagram 
(a lower pressure rise condition than occurred in the cascade test) or 
the higher camber required if the axial velocity decreased in the design 
diagram. For the axial velocity decrease condition, the method of com-
puting equivalent velocity diagrams where only the discharge velocity 
is converted to an average veloCity results in a lower cambered section 
operating at the low- speed cascade design angle of attack compared with 
the other method which results in a higher cambered section operating 
below its design angle of attack . Both methods provide the same amount 
of increased or decreased camber as the case may be for a given design 
de 
velocity diagram since do, is generally very close to 1.0 near design 
angle of attack. The correction method in which only the discharge 
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velocity is converted to an average velocity, however, is considered to 
be better because blade setting angle and angle of attack are determined 
from the actual inlet -flow direction. This fact is important since at 
transonic relative inlet Mach numbers the angle - of-atta ck range for 
efficient performance is less than at subsonic relative inl~t Mach num-
bers . Blade performance may also become quite sensitive to angle of 
attack at high-flow transonic hub section conditions where blade passage 
open area is a function of the angle of attack. Hence, it is considered 
advisable to use a correction system which sets the blade sections rela-
tive to an actual inlet velocity direction. 
Blade Selection 
It has been shown that high blade element efficiency can be obtained 
at t ransonic inlet Mach numbers if the maximum blade surface local Mach 
numbers are kept low . Local blade surface Mach numbers can be reduced 
by use of thin blades and by a rearward shift in chordwise blade element 
loading distribution. Hence, the A2 I Sb mean line (ref. 12) was used 
at the tip section of the first rotor and the tip maximum thickness was 
chosen to be 6 percent of the chord length. At the hub section because 
of the combination of low inlet angle , high solidity, and moderately 
thick blades common to hub sections, the problem is mainly the avoidance 
of a choked blade passage and the resulting high surface Mach numbers . 
It has been shown in reference 12 that the A10 mean line presents the 
mos t open passage area of several mean lines having differing loading 
distributions when the NACA 65-series thickness distribution is employed . 
Hence, the A10 mean line was used at the hub. The hub maximum blade 
thickness dictated from structural considerations was selected to be 
10 percent . I n order to obtain a smooth radial transition in blade 
profile the A6I4b mean line was used at the mean radius . The maximum 
thickness at the mean radius was 8 percent. 
Since the stator inlet Mach numbers were generally quite low and 
the highest inlet Mach numbers occurred at the stator hub where thin 
sections could be used, it was considered unnecessary to use any mean 
line other than the conventional subsonic A10 for stator blades. The 
maximum thickness for both first and second stators varied linearly 
from 6 to 10 percent from hub to tip. Maximum thickness for the third 
stator varied linearly from 6 to 9 . 6 from hub to tip. 
The NACA 65 - series thickness distribution, with a trailing- edge 
region thickened to a trailing- edge radius equal to 10 percent of the 
maximum thickness, was used for all blading . Since this compressor was 
designed, it is felt that a more desirable thickness distribution for 
transonic performance 'lould have a thinner nose region with its maximum 
thickness distributi on farther back along the blade (ref . 13). By using 
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a thinner nose region the surface curvature is reduced in a region where 
it may be highly desirable to keep surface Mach numbers as low as possible. 
All blade selections were made using the low-speed cascade data pre-
sented in references 8 and 12. From the limited amount of A614b me an-
line data that were then available, it was found that sufficient accuracy 
for design purposes could be obtained for the A614b mean line by arith-
metically averaging the corresponding design conditions for the AIO 
and A2ISb mean- line data. All blading was selected near design angle 
of attack as determined in the low- speed cascade tests. 
It is desirable to limit the number of master blades in order to 
reduce compressor fabrication time and cost. Hence, whenever it was 
necessary to use a blade with a higher camber at a slightly lower than 
design angle of attack for a particular turning angle to eliminate the 
fabrication of a master, this was done providing such changes were not 
considered detrimental to the compressor performance. The differences 
between ~' used at desigo conditions and the ad as obtained from low-
speed cascade tests are tabulated in table III as ~ ' and are based 
on equivalent velocity diagrams. The moderately large ~, values for 
stator 1 resulted from a f abrication error in which the hub and tip 
blade settings were interchanged. The resulting differences between 
actual angles of attack and low- speed cascade design angles of attack 
are indicated as ~ in table III. 
It was possible to fabricate all three rotors from the same master 
by cutting off the tip section for the shorter rotor blades. Stators 2 
and 3 were fabricated from one master by cutting off the tip (the tip 
being at the outer casing) for the shorter blades. The deviations between 
actual equivalent turning angles, vlhich resulted in order to reduce the 
number of masters, and the required equivalent design turning angles 
are given in table III in the column marked 68 ' . The maximum deviation 
occurred in the third stator and was 2.20 • Generally, the differences 
were considerably less than this maximum deviation. 
This blading is quite different from the double circular-arc rotor 
blading used in references 5 and 6. It represents an attempt to use 
the type of blading at each radial station which appears to be most 
desirable for the aerodynamic conditions which exist at that radial 
station. It is difficult to ascertain whether this degree of elaborate-
ness is necessary since excellent multistage performance results were 
obtained with double circular-arc blading (refs. 5 and 6). It may be 
that for the levels of Mach number and loading which occurred in the 
compressors of references 5 and 6 a shift in blade mean line to the 
types used in this compressor would be a second- order effect. However, 
it appears reasonable that at some Mach number and loading level a vari-
ation in blade shape from hub to tip might improve performance markedly. 
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Since there is a fairly extensive amount of low-speed data available 
for blades having AIO ' A2IBb' or A614b mean lines it is felt that 
the problem of blade selection for compressors having varying blade 
shapes from hub to tip can be effectively handled. 
The tip solidity for rotor 1 was selected as 1.0 because at the 
time this compressor was designed the effects of lower tip solidities 
on transonic performance were unknown. Recent high-flow transonic rotor 
tests (ref. 13) indicated efficient rotor performance with tip solidities 
as low as 0.75. The hub solidity for rotor 1 was kept as low as possible 
without requiring too high a camber. It was kept low both to avoid a 
choked hub section and to improve the blade-row efficiency. An examina-
tion of low-speed cascade data indicated that blade element profile drag 
was almost independent of solidity and hence for the same turning angle 
or lift, blade row efficiency should increase with decreasing solidity. 
From such considerations the hub solidity was selected to be 1.25. For 
this solidity, a Cl o = 1.75 was required and this camber was well 
within the efficient operating range as indicated in the low-speed cas-
cade data in reference 8. The rest of the blade solidities were deter-
mined from an assumed linear variation in blade chord. To permit this 
blade to be used for all rotors some variation in solidity was required 
for rotors 2 and 3. The resulting solidities are indicated in table III. 
Stator solidities were kept at least as high as 0 . 95 and are indi-
cated in table III. It was necessary to use a solidity of 1.385 in the 
third stator to permit the use of the same stator master as stator 2 
while fulfilling the third stator velocity diagram. These solidities 
were considerably lower than those of the first three stages in the 
five - stage transonic compressor (ref. 5) where rotor solidities varied 
from 1.89 to 0.98 and stator solidities varied from 1.89 to 1.20. They 
were also lower than those of the two transonic stages of the multistage 
compressor described in reference 6 where rotor solidities varied from 
1.86 to 1.19 and stator solidities varied from 1.52 to 0 . 82. 
To facilitate blade fabrication all blade section profiles were 
applied at the average of the inlet and exit radii for each conical 
surface. Blade element solidities were calculated using these average 
radii for each conical surface. A complete summary of the compressor 
blading is presented in table III. 
Blade Fabrication and Clearance 
All rotor blades were fabricated of duraluminum and were cut on an 
airfoil duplicating machine. The resulting unpolished surface consisted 
of chordwise ridges and grooves . The height from groove to r idge was 
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0.0019 inch and the distance between ridges was 0 . 044 inch. The rotor 
blades were used in the unpolished state. If compressor efficiency were 
as high as that of conventional compressors with polished blades, this 
might indicate that surface roughness had no serious effect on compres-
sor performance. A photograph of the three rotor assembly is presented 
in figure 3. All stator blades were cast of fiberglas and paraplex 
(a polyester resin) with the final surface cast of Armstrong adhesive. 
The surface finish was quite smooth and approximated a polished metal 
surface condition. 
Rotor tip and stator hub clearances of 0.030 inch were used as 
design values. A check of the unit indicated that rotor tip clearances 
were generally close to design values but that the stator hub clearances 
were greater and nonuniform. The following are clearances measured for 
the two blades in each stator row located on either side of one-half of 
the split stator casing : 
Clearance , inches Clearance, percent average span 
Stator 
Left side Right side Left side Right side 
1 0.047 0.062 1·5 2.0 
2 .074 .076 3·2 3·3 
3 .057 .049 2.8 2.4 
The clearances are considered to be typical of each stator row. Rather 
than rebuild the stator blades to reduce these gaps, the compressor was 
accepted as is for testing. 
FREON TESTING 
The Use of Freon as the Test Medium for 
Flow Through Compressor Cascades 
Freon-12 has often been used as the test medium for rotor and stage 
tests since it has a lower speed of sound than air and permits lower 
rotational speeds to be used for the same Mach number levels. The 
method of converting Freon test data to equivalent values in air in 
order that results can be examined on a numerical basis familiar to 
compressor designers has been presented in reference 14. The Freon 
equivalent condition corresponding to any air design condition is the 
combination of rotational speed and weight flow in Freon which makes 
the mean radius section rotor relative inlet Mach number and the inlet 
angle the same as the corresponding air design values. 
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For the .above-mentioned equivalence between air and Freon results 
to have significance, a streamline similarity between flow in air and 
Freon must exist as well as a similarity in boundary-layer growth along 
the blade. Streamline similarity assumes that the ratio of the stream-
tube area at any two positions must be the same for both fluids. In 
reference 15, the variation in Acr with Mach number was shown to be A 
nearly the same for air and Freon up to a Mach number of about 1.4 . A 
comparison of isolated airfoil pressure distributions over a wide range 
of inlet Mach numbers and angles of attack (ref. 15) indicated that at 
the same inlet Mach numbers and angles of attack excellent agreement 
resulted between air surface pressure coefficients and air equivalent 
coefficients computed from the Freon tests using the assumption that 
streamline similarity occurs. These results, of course, do not state 
that surface Mach numbers or pressure recoveries are identical for air 
and Freon tests at the same inlet conditions. In fact, an indication 
of the differences in pressure coefficients for an isolated airfoil is 
presented in figure 11 of reference 15 where it is indicated that the 
Freon pressure recovery is actually greater than that obtained in the 
air test. 
If streamline similarity can be assumed to exist for flow through 
cascades, then Ai/Ae across a blade row will be independent of the 
test gas. Based on the previously mentioned isolated airfoil results 
t his assumption should be true as long as the boundary-layer growth 
along the blade does not differ appreciabl y from one gas to the other 
because of a more severe pressure recovery in one of the test gases. 
/ 
cos ~ Since Ai Ae on a one-dimensional basis is equal to ., stream-
cos (~ - e) 
line similarity s t ates that for the same inlet conditions the t urning 
angle is independent of the test gas. Since turning angle, losses, and 
efficiency, however, are functions of pressure recovery, it was considered 
advisable to compare overall pressure recoveries, expressed as 6p/(P - P)i 
f or the two gases over a range of conditions typical of subsonic and 
t ransonic blade rows . The flow processes were all assumed to be isen-
tropic. If turning angles are assumed to be independent of the gas, 
t he magnitude of the differences in pressure recoveries that result will 
indicate to some extent the validity of this turning angle assumption . 
Comparative computations were made a t the same inlet Mach number and 
inlet -angle conditions for each gas over relative inlet Mach numbers 
ranging from 0.4 to 1 . 2 and air static pressure ratios ranging from 1 . 1 
t o 1 . 6 . A detailed description of the calculations is presented in 
Appendix B. In these computations the flow was considered to be shock 
f ree in all cases . The results of this comparison are presented in fig-
ure 4 where 6p 6p is plotted against air static (p - p) . lFreon 
pressure ratio for varying inlet relative Mach number. The Freon test 
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conditions invariably had the greater amount of loading. For inlet Mach 
numbers up to 1.0 the differences in loading for the two gases are not 
large at moderate to large static pressure ratios (1. 3 to 1.5). There 
is some tendency for the difference in loading to become larger at the 
lower pressure ratio conditions at Mi = 1.0 where the actual pressure 
recovery in each gas has decreased. At Mi = 1.2 the Freon loading 
was significantly greater than that in air at the lower static pressure 
ratio. At first glance this result indicates that in this range of con-
ditions the use of Freon as test fluid results in a much more severe 
flow process than occurs in air. However, it should be noted that 
turning angle will generally decrease if some small amount of separation 
results because the surface pressure rise exceeds the limit for unsepa-
rated flow. Hence, part of this large difference in loading could be elim-
inated by a reduction in turning angle in the Freon case caused by the 
increased pressure recovery associated wi th the same turning angle as in 
the air case. For example, for a (Pe/Pi)air value of 1.4 and Mi = 1.2 
condition it takes only a small decrease in turning angle to greatly 
decrease the Freon pressure recovery since the discharge Mach number is 
close to 1.0. 
In summation, it has now been shown that there are differences in 
loading expressed in terms of pressure recoveries for the two gases. 
The differences are small for Mach numbers up to 1.0 but quite large 
for higher inlet Mach numbers unless some reduction in turning angle 
results for the Freon conditions at these higher inlet Mach number con-
ditions. These observations were all based on external flow parameters 
without recourse to what occurs in the blading . Based on the measured 
pressure distribution results presented in reference 15 the Freon pres-
sure coefficients and hence surface Mach numbers will be higher than 
those of the air t est at the same inlet conditions . Hence, the above-
mentioned loading differences would be amplified somewhat if actual 
blade-surface pressure recoveries were examined. 
Since transonic blade rows will have a normal shock somewhere on 
the suction surface, it was considered advisable to compare the pres-
sure recovery across normal shocks of varying strength for the two 
gases. Such a comparison is presented in figure 5 I{here the ratio 
of the pressure recoveries is plotted against shock inlet Mach numbers. 
The Freon conditions again indicated the greater amount of pressure 
recovery and hence the greater likelihood of flrn{ separation. Of course, 
there is the question regarding whether the shock inlet Mach number would 
be the same for a cascade tested in both gases. Based on the previously 
mentioned isolated airfoil tests it might be greater in Freon but based 
on the same amount of turning along the blade for a transonic relative 
inlet Mach number it would be less in Freon . 
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Hence, from both detailed surface conditions as well as on an over-
all basis the Freon loading will very likely be greater than would occur 
in air. If the assumption were made that losses increase with pressure 
recovery, Freon test results should show greater losses than an air test 
for the same inlet conditions. 
The comparison based on constant turning angle was expanded to com-
pare static-pressure ratios and density ~atios in the two gases. The 
results of these computations are presented in figures 6(a) and 6(b) 
where ratios of air and Freon static-pressure ratios and static-density 
ratios are plotted against air static-pressure ratio for various inlet 
Mach numbers. The variation in the ratio of air to Freon static-pressure 
ratio is nearly linear with air static-pressure ratio for any particular 
inlet Mach number. Over the range of conditions examined, the air con-
dition always exhibited a higher static-pressure ratio. It is some 
5 percent greater than the Freon value at an air Pe/Pi of 1.4 and 
Mi = 1.0. The combination of higher static-pressure ratios in air 
coupled with the possibility of lower losses in air associated with the 
lower pressure recoveries at higher Mach number conditions, indicates 
that air efficiencies could be greater than those measured in the Freon 
tests. As a result, Freon efficiencies might well be conservative in 
their indication of potential air performance. 
The density ratio variation is quite small except for conditions 
much above Mi = 1.0. At Mi = 1.0 and a static-pressure ratio of 1.4 
the Freon density ratio is about 1.5 percent greater than the corre-
sponding air value. Density differences of this order are mainly sig-
nificant for stage matching considerations. 
In summation, the conversion of design conditions for a transonic 
blade row designed for air operation to equivalent design conditions 
for Freon at the equivalent condition of mean radius inlet Mach number 
and inlet angle at least on a two-dimensional basis should result in 
approximately the same turning angles in Freon as in air and lower pres-
sure ratio and higher density ratio than the air design values. Blade 
loading should be approximately the same in either test fluid for Mach 
numbers up to 0.80 with the possibility of considerably greater loadings 
for higher Mach numbers in Freon tests. Hence, Freon efficiencies for 
such conditions may actually be conservative when considered to be a 
measure of the efficiency of the corresponding air test (the air test 
at the same inlet Mach number and inlet angle). In a comparison of 
Freon test data with air design values, suitable changes in design pres-
sure and density ratios should be made . 
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Freon Testing of a Multistage Compressor 
Designed for Air Operation 
Because of bearing diffi culties as well as stress problems associ-
ated with the higher speed test conditions, the tests of the compressor 
reported herein were all made in Freon. This compressor was designed 
and contoured for air operation . The difference in density ratio across 
a blade row for air and Freon while not too significant for rotor or 
stage work is quite significant in multistage compressor work when a 
compressor designed for one gas is tested in the other. If Freon equiv-
alent speed and weight flow were deter mined by matching the air values 
of inlet relative Mach number and inlet angle of the first rotor at the 
mean radius, the compressor stages would not be matched at this operating 
point even though they were perfectly matched at the air design point. 
The accumulative effect of even a few per cent difference in density 
ratio per blade row would result in considerable mismatch at the back 
end of the compressor. 
As an indication of the degree of mismatch that would result, a 
one-dimensional mean radius calculation for Freon was made through the 
compressor at the Freon equivalent design speed and weight flow of the 
first rotor. The assumptions made were that efficiency remained constant 
at 0.90 per blade row and that the relati ve flow direction leaving each 
row was constant and equal to the air design values. Continuity was 
satisfied on a one - dimensional basis (similar to "lfhat was done in the 
air design, Appendix A) and a blade row by blade row calculation was 
completed to determine the angles of atta ck for each blade rm-r. This 
procedure entails a trial and error solution across each row. The devi-
ations from the air design angles of attack that resulted for this Freon 
calculation are presented in figure 7. A maximum deviation (~ - ~d) of 
9.,0 was found to occur at the last blade row. A similar computation 
was made in which the axial velocity entering the first rotor 'fas 
increased to determine how much increase in flow would be required to 
reduce this rather large maximum deviation. The deviations from design 
angles of attack for a Va . of 1.072 ( Va. E) are also presented 
1 1, Freon 
in figure 7. This increase of 7.2 percent in Vai has reduced the 
deviation in the third stator to 1 . 80 • However, the first stator devi-
ation became _,.,0. This result indicates that the Vai choice was 
slightly too large to produce the minimum absolute value of deviation. 
A lower Va. would have produced a minimum absolute value of deviation 
1 
of somewhere between 1.80 and ,.,0. Hence, at Freon equivalent design 
speed only a fair match of angles of attack can be obtained even at a 
higher Freon weight flmf than the weight flow which corresponds to Freon 
equivalent conditions for rotor 1. (The 7.2 percent increase in Va. 
1 
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corresponds to almost a 5 percent increase in weight flow .) All Mach 
numbers at thi s match poi nt are greater than the air design values . 
The following tabulation presents a comparison between r otor inlet 
relative Mach numbers for this match point and the air de sign va lues. 
MiR m for -, 
Rotor 
Air design Match point 
1 l.00 l. 03 
2 
·91 ·97 
3 . 87 ·95 
From these results it appeared desirabl e to determine whether a 
closer matching of angles and Mach numbers could be obtained at some 
other combination of Freon speed and weight flow . It was reasoned that 
since the first rotor has the highest Mach numbers and ~ range is 
reduced at high Mach numbers, the match condition Freon inlet angles to 
rotor 1 should be identical with the air design values . This assumption 
fixes the ratio of speed to inlet axial velocity . It was then necessary 
to determine the speed and axial velocity level at which a close match 
of flow angles and Mach numbers would exist in Freon. As a first trial 
in the determination of a Freon match point the combination of Freon 
speed and weight flow which provided both the same relative inlet angle 
and absolute exit angle at the mean radius of rotor 1 as the air design 
was determined . For this combination of speed and flow, a one -dimensional 
mean radius calculation was made for the rest of the blade rows . The 
computation procedure and assumptions were the same as those mentioned 
in the previous section for a similar type of mean radius calculation . 
The resulting deviations in angles of attack from the air design values 
are indicated in figure 8. It is labeled condition 1 and corresponds 
t o a Freon inlet axial velocity and rotational speed of 0.964 of the 
Freon axial velocity and rotational speed at which Freon relative inlet 
Mach numbers and inlet angles of rotor 1 are the same as the air design 
conditions . That is , condition 1 corresponds to 0.964 of the Freon 
equivalent speed and axial velocity that would result if rotor 1 were 
treated as a single rotor using the methods of obtaining Freon equiva-
lent conditions previously recommended for single rotors or stages . 
The deviation in angle of attack reached a maximum of 3. 80 at the third 
stator . By using for condition 2 a Freon axial velocity and rotational 
speed which ,,,as 1 percent lover than condition 1 (that is, 0.955 of the 
first rotor Freon equivalent speed and Vai ) the maximum devia tion was 
reduced to 2.20 (fig . 8) . On the basis of the results of these trials 
it appears that a fairly good match point (maximum deviations of the 
order of 10 with the first row angle operating exactly at the air design 
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angles of at.tack) could be realized at a rotational speed and axial 
velocity of approximately 94 percent of the corresponding first rotor 
equivalent Freon conditions. This match condition corresponds to 
approximately 96 percent of the Freon equivalent design weight flow for 
rotor 1. The mean radius relative inlet Mach numbers for rotors 1, 2, 
and 3 at this match condition were 0 .95, 0 . 91, and 0 . 89, respectively, 
compared with air design values 1.00, 0.91, and 0.87. Hence, only 
rotor 1 was operating at a significantly lower Mach number level. 
Hence, if the compressor were perfectly matched in air at design 
speed it should be fairly well matched at axial velocity and speed con-
ditions corresponding to 94 percent of the first rotor equivalent Freon 
speed and axial velocity conditions. It has therefore been shown that 
a fairly good match condition can be established for the three-stage 
compressor when it is tested in Freon even though it was contoured and 
designed for testing in air. It is therefore concluded that the Freon 
performance is indicative of the compressor performance that should 
occur in the air test as long as the previously mentioned differences 
in match points and overall pressure ratios are considered when the 
test results are examined . 
For multistage compressors wh ich have considerably higher overall 
pressure ratios and hence more stages than the three-stage compressor 
reported herein, the use of Freon as the test medium for a compressor 
designed fOr air operation is considered to be undesirable. It is 
doubtful that a close match of air design angles and Mach numbers for 
all stages could be had in Freon even on a one-dimensional basis. Hence, 
if Freon must be used as the test medium for such compressors, it is 
recommended that the compressor be designed for Freon. While a com-
pressor designed for Freon testing could not be used directly in an air 
application, a comparison of the design condi tions and the measured 
results in Freon would indicate the quality of the design system employed. 
COMPRESSOR INSTALLATION, TEST PROGRAM AND PROCEDURE 
Test Rig 
The compressor installation used in these tests is a closed-circuit 
rig equipped to use either Freon or air as a testing medium. A schematic 
diagram of the layout is shown in figure 9. This installation has a 
3,000-hp induction motor driven by a variable-frequency power supply. 
Using the gear ratio of 2 . 015 to 1, the maximum compressor rotational 
speed possible was 13,300 rpm. The speed was maintained constant by an 
electronic control and was measured by an electric chronometric tachom-
eter. The axial locations of the inlet and exit measuring stations are 
indicated in figure 1. The inlet measuring station is approximately 
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3 . 25 inches upstream of the first rotor and the exit measuring stati~n 
is about 3 . 75 inches downstream of the last stator row . 
Instrumentation and Data Reduction 
Compressor equivalent weight flow was determined from the calibrated 
venturi (fig. 9), and measurements of stagnation pressure and temperature 
made in the settling chamber. Stagnation pressure in the settling 
chamber was determined from four static taps located there and stagnation 
temperature was obtained from four shielded thermocouples located in the 
settling chamber in a vertical line upstream of the compressor inlet. 
Inlet instrumentation consisted of: (1) A 10- tube shielded stag-
nation pressure rake with tube spacing of 0.453 inch between centers 
(fig. 10, for similar type of rake) and spacing of approximately 
7/16 inch between casings and nearest tube center line, and (2) a stag-
nation temperature rake (fig. 10) made up of four shielded chromel-
alumel thermocouples 1/2 inch apart on centers and located in the middle 
region of the annulus. 
Exit station instrumentation consisted of: (1) two 10-tube shielded 
stagnation pressure rakes somewhat similar to the inlet rake but with 
tube spacing between centers of 0.184 inch (fig. 10) and spacings between 
casings and nearest bell center line of 0.172 inch and located 1800 apart, 
and (2) two stagnation temperature rakes of the same type as used in the 
inlet located 1800 apart but spaced so that the center of the outermost 
bell is 5/16 inch from the outer casing and the center of the innermost 
bell is 3/16 inch from the inner casing. The following sketch indicates 
the circumferential locations of these rakes looking upstream: P corre-
sponds to pressure rake and T to temperature rake. 
T P T p 
o 
Inlet Exit 
The differences between the overall downstream pressures obtained 
by averaging the 10 readings for each of the exit rakes was found to be 
negligible. Therefore, one of the downstream rakes was removed and 
overall total pressure ratio was obtained from numerical averages of the 
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readings obtained from single upstream and downstream rakes. It should 
further be pointed out that the differences between the 10 stagnation 
pressure readings at the compressor inlet and the settling chamber stag-
nation pressures were negligible. 
Overall temperature rise was obtained by numerically averaging the 
8 temperature rises obtained from the two exit station temperature rakes, 
which were connected to the four-bell upstream temperature rake to read 
the temperature differential across the compressor. Efficiency was com-
puted from the following equation using numerical averages for measured 
pressure and temperature ratios: 
Four outer casing static pressure wall taps, 900 apart, were located 
behind each blade row. To determine stage tip section static pressure 
ratios, the inlet static pressure to rotor 1 was computed from the ven-
turi weight flow, the settling chamber stagnation temperature and pres-
sure, and the annulus area at rr/tt = 0.50 . 
The accuracy of the measurements is estimated to be within the 
following limits: 
Temperature, of . 
Pressure, in. hg 
Weight flow, percent 
Speed, percent 





The compressor was tested in Freon- 12 at corrected speeds of 40, 
50 , 60 , 70, 80, 85, 92, 95, and 100 percent of the Freon equivalent 
design tip speed for the first rotor. The range of flow conditions 
extended from the maximum possible at wide-open throttle at each speed 
to the flow ,,,here surge was encountered. All tests were conducted at 
inlet stagnation pressures ranging from approximately 17 to 7 inches 
uf mercury absolute. Reynolds numbers based on the mean radius chord 
of rotor 1 ranged from just above 1 million to almost 2.5 million. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSI ON 
Overall Performance in Freon 
The overall performance characteristics of the compr essor are pre -
sented in figure 11 . Overall stagnation pressure ratio is plotted 
against corrected weight flow for corrected speeds of from 40 to 100 per-
cent of the Freon equivalent design speed for the first rotor, hereafter 
referred to as the design speed . Contours of constant efficiency based 
on measured exit total pressures are included . At design speed a peak 
pressure ratio of , .12 (average total pressure ratio of 1 .461 per stage) 
was obtained at a Freon corrected weight flow of 72 . 8 lb/sec (corre -
sponding to an air equivalent specific weight flow based on the same 
inlet axial Mach number of 27 . 7 pounds per second per square foot of 
frontal area) and an efficiency of 0. 82 . The peak efficiency obtained 
at design speed was 0 .8, and efficiencies of as high as 0. 82 occurred 
for pressure ratiOS ranging from 2. 65 to ,.12 . It is difficult to place 
a meaningful single design point on the Freon performance grid (fig . 11) 
because of the previously mentioned differences in Freon and air density 
and pressure ratios for the same turning angles . The pressure ratio 
which results at the Freon equivalent conditions of rotor 1 from the 
mean radius calculation (fig . 9) for Vai E and NE is presented by a , 
cross on figure 11. It has the last stator operating 9. ,0 above the 
design angle - of -attack condition. The dotted curve represents pressure 
ratios at this same NE but computed by increasing the Vai in order 
to reduce the 9.,0 . This computed curve gives an order of magnitude for 
Freon conditions which are somewhat comparable to the original air design 
values. The maximum weight flow at design speed was 4 percent less than 
the Freon equivalent design weight flow indicated by the cross in fig -
ure 11. The vertical characteristic at this flow indicated that the 
back end of the compressor was choked. This choked condition will result 
if the early stages do not produce sufficient pressure ratio . In the 
detailed stage static -pressure r a tios to be discussed in a later section, 
it will be seen that at design speed the first stage pressure ratio is 
much below the design value . Hence, the compressor was able to accom-
modate only 0 . 96 of the Freon equivalent design weight flow . 
The highest overall pressure ratio and weight flow conditions for 
which an efficiency of 0.90 was obtained occurred at 0. 92 of design 
speed (corresponding to approximately 1,100 ft/sec in air) where a pres -
sure ratio of approximately 2.54 (1 . ,64 per stage) was obtained at a 
corrected weight flow of 71 . , lb/sec (air equivalent specific weight 
flow is 27 . 1 pounds per second per square foot of frontal area) . 
The detailed efficiencies are presented in figure 12 . For compari -
son purposes the efficiencies computed by the method of reference 16 in 
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which discharge stagnation pressure is computed from discharge static 
pressure and weight flow, are indicated by the dashed curves . A 3 to 
27 
5 percent decrease in peak efficiency results when efficiencies computed 
by this method are compared with those computed using measured discharge 
stagnation pressures. Part of this decrease results because this com-
pressor was not designed with an axial discharge. A design point calcu-
lation indicated that ignoring design discharge swirl will result in a 
2 percent decrease in efficiency. All efficiencies mentioned in describing 
the compressor performance will be those determined from measured dis-
charge stagnation pressures . Peak efficiency gradually increased from 
0.89 to 0.92 from 0.40 to 0.85 of the design speed . It remained high 
over most of the speed range dropping to just below 0 . 87 at 0.95 of 
design speed. As seen in figure 11 constant efficiency contours include 
a wide range of pressure ratio conditions at each speed. 
The compressor exit Mach number variation with corrected weight 
flow and speed is presented in figure 13. Exit Mach number was obtained 
from outer casing static taps and measured discharge stagnation pressure. 
The surge line represents the minimum exit Mach numbers at which the 
compressor can operate without surging over the speed range. As com-
pressor speed is increased the exit Mach number at the surge line is 
increased. This variation in exit Mach number indicates that the exit 
velocity increases more rapidly than either the speed of sound or the 
static temperature over the entire speed range. The rate of increase 
is more rapid from 0 . 40 to 0 . 80 of Nd than from 0 . 80 to 1.0 Nd . The 
value of air design exit Mach number at the tip section is indicated at 
the Freon equivalent weight flow for comparison purposes . 
Stage Performance 
The performance of the individual stages can be investigated by an 
examination of the outer casing static-pressure measurements. The stage 
static-pressure ratios obtained from these measurements have been plotted 
against corrected weight flow over the test speed range (fig. 14). The 
air-design tip section stage pressure ratios are indicated by dashed 
lines. On an individual sta ge basis neglecting multistage accumulative 
effects the corresponding Freon pressure ratios would be somewhat less 
(fig. 6(a)). At design speed the first stage developed considerably 
less static-pressure ratio than either the air design value or the peak 
values at 0.92 Nd, indicating a severe falloff in first stage perform-
ance at design speed . A comparison of the rotor inlet conditions at 
the maximum measured weight flow at design speed and the design values 
is presented in figure 15. The inlet relative Mach number at the tip 
was 1.22 compared with the design value of 1.24. The angle of attack 
was some 1.50 above the design value. Since the blade setting angles 
of rotor 1 were set using equivalent velocity diagrams, the blading is 
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actually operating at from 1.30 at the tip to 1.60 at the hub below the 
low-speed cascade design angles of attack at the design point. Hence) 
the measured weight - flow condition is actually very close to the design 
angles of attack as indicated by low-speed cascade tests. Evidently) 
the tip section combination of high design inlet Mach number) subsonic 
type of thickness distribution, moderately large maximum thickness 
(6 percent maximum thickness is fairly thick for transonic tip sections 
at ~R = 1.24)) and the design loading level has resulted in a rather 
inefficient tip region for the first rotor at design speed. It should 
further be stated that peak efficiency at this Mach number level might 
occur at angles of attack which are greater than low- speed cascade 
design angles of attack. It is the low-pressure ratio out of the first 
stage which resulted in the rear end of the compressor choking at less 
than the design iveight flow. 
At 0.92 Nd , on the basis of the high peak compressor efficiency 
of 0.90 and the increased first-stage pressure ratio compared with its 
performance at Nd, it is obvious that first - stage performance has 
improved considerably over what occurred at design speed. The Mach num-
ber and inlet-angle conditions at the compressor peak efficiency point 
at 0.92 Nd are indicated in figure 15 for w~ = 71.4 lb/sec. Hence, 
efficient multistage compressor performance was obtained for first rotor 
t ip Mach numbers as high as 1.13. The first t wo stages appear to be 
f airly well matched at 0.92 Nd but the third stage is operating on the 
l ow flow side of the peak pressure ratio point over most of the weight-
f low range (fig. 14). At 0.85 Nd, all three stages appear to be well 
matched s ince they are all operating in the portion of their character-
is t ic curves where efficiency is generally high. It was shown in a 
previous section concerned with the matching differences between an air 
design and Freon tests that, for identical inlet-angle conditions rela-
t ive to Totor 1, a fairly good match point for a Freon test would occur 
s ome b percent below the Freon equivalent speed for rotor 1, provided, 
Qf course) t he compressor was perfectly matched in air at the design 
point. On t his basis, since all three stages are matched in the Freon 
t ests at 0. 85 Nd , a similar match condition should exist for an air test 
at approximately 0.91 of the air design speed of 1,200 ft/sec. Since 
the Freon test results showed only a small decrease in peak efficiency 
be tween 0 . 85 and 0.91 Nd) it was felt that the air test peak efficiency 
a t 0 .91 Nd should be near the 0.92 value obtained at 0.85 Nd in the Freon 
te s t s. A match point might occur somewhat above 0.91 of the air design 
speed condi t ion in an air test since it is difficult to determine from 
the Freon tests hovr much above 0.85 Nd match conditions existed. It is 
neces sary t o limit the discussion of high efficiency match points that 
would occur in air tests to 0.95 of the air design speed. At this speed 
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and above it is first rotor performance which limits high efficiency 
performance and the Freon test results indicate that first rotor per-
formance is falling off at this speed level . 
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As speed is decreased in figure 14 the weight flow of the compres-
sor continues to be limited by the last stage which tends to operate 
near its choke condition . Hence, at all speeds, flow was limited by 
choked conditions of the last stage . 
Radial Variation in Overall Stagnation Pressure Ratio 
The radial variations in overall stagnation pressure ratio for 
0.50, 0.85, 0.92) and 1 . 00 Nd at wide - open throttle setting) peak effi-
ciency, and peak pressure ratio for each speed are presented in figure 16. 
At design speed the air design pressure ratio is indicated by a solid 
horizontal line. Over the entire speed range pressure ratio increases 
from hub to tip although the compressor was designed for constant power 
input from hub to tip. The increase is almost linear for peak efficiency 
at the highest two speeds . It should be noted that at wide open thr'ottle 
conditions (the highest flow condition for each speed), the hub region 
invariably indicates a greater drop off in pressure ratio with respect 
to the rest of the annulus than occurs at the peak efficiency and peak 
pressure ratio conditions . 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The following results were obtained from an investigation of the 
overall performance of a three-stage transonic axial-flow compressor 
that was tested in Freon- 12: 
1. The maximum stagnation pressure ratio obtained at the Freon 
equivalent of the air design speed was 3.12 at 72 . 8 Ib/sec (corresponding 
to an air equivalent specific weight flow based on the same inlet axial 
Mach number of 27.7 pounds per second per square foot of frontal area) 
with an efficiency of 0 . 82 . 
2. The peak efficiency at the Freon equivalent design speed was 0.83 
and efficiencies of as high as 0 . 82 occurred for pressure ratios ranging 
from 2.65 to 3.12. 
3. The maximum weight flow obtained at design speed was 4 percent 
less than the Freon equivalent design weight flow. 
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4. Peak efficiency gradually increased from 0.89 to 0.92 from 0.40 
to 0.85 of the Freon equivalent design speed. It remained high over 
most of the speed range dropping to just below 0 . 87 at 0.95 of Freon 
equivalent design speed. 
5 . The highest overall pressure ratio and weight flow for which an 
efficiency as high as 0.90 was obtained occurred at 0 .92 of the ·Freon 
equivalent design speed (corresponds to approximately 1,100 ft/sec in 
air) where a pressure ratio of 2.54 (1.,64 per stage) was obtained at 
a corrected weight flow of 71., lb/sec. (Air equivalent specific weight 
flow is 27.1 pounds per second per square foot of frontal area.) 
6. At 0 .85 of the Freon equivalent design speed, all three stages 
appear to be well matched. The efficiency level (0.90 to 0.92) at this 
match point is considered to be representative of the performance that 
should be obtained in an air test at 0.91 of the air design speed. 
The following results were obtained from an analysis of the effects 
of using either air or Freon as the test medium for isentropic flow 
processes through a compressor blade row for the same inlet conditions 
(Mach number and inlet angle) and turning angles: 
1. Pressure ratio in Freon is less than that in air while density 
ratio in Freon is greater than that in air. 
2. Blade loading, expressed as overall static pressure rise in per-
cent of the difference between inlet stagnation and static pressure, 
was approximately the same for inlet Mach numbers up to 0.80 and pres-
sure ratios as high as 1.6 with the possibility of considerably greater 
loadings in Freon than in air for higher inlet Mach numbers. 
,. Freon efficiencies may actually be conservative when considered 
to be a measure of the efficiency of the corresponding air test at the 
same inlet conditions of Mach number and inlet angle. 
4. The use of Freon as the test medium for high-pressure ratio 
multistage compressors, which have considerably higher overall pressure 
ratios than the compressor reported herein and which are designed for 
air operation, is considered to be undesirable because of stage mis -
matching which results because density rises in Freon are different 
from those which occur in air. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va . , July 21, 1955 . 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATI ON OF EQUATI ONS USED TO COMPUTE 
VELOCITI ES FOR VELOCITY DIAGRAMS 
At any radial station between blade rows 
t 
and the differential of this expression is 
dt = dT _ VdV 
cp 
The fundamental energy equation states that 
d: = cp dt for ds o 
Therefore, equation (A2) for ds = 0 radially becomes 
dp ~ = cp dT - VdV 
Assuming that simple radial equilibrium holds 
2 dp VT 
- = - dr P r 
Substitution of equation (A5) into (A4) results in 
V, 2 T V dV = cp dT - r- dr 
Integration of equation (A6) between any two radial stations B 










C I rB V 2 2 --L dr r r 
C 
For the condition of all stages having radially constant power 
input, if the velocities are presented in component form neglecting any 
radial components, equation (A7) becomes 
(A8) 
This equation can be written between any two radial stations. If 
station C is arbitrarily selected to be at the mean radius station 
denoted by m, and B is any other radial station equation (A8) becomes 
V 2 
a 
Satisfaction of Continuity 
Equation (A9) yields the radial variation in axial velocity for 
any tangential velocity distribution. To obtain the actual velocity 
values requires the satisfaction of the continuity equation 
(A9) 
(AIO) 
Hence, if the hub - tip ratio is specified, the final computation of axial 
velocities resolves itself into a trial and error solution in which the 
selection of Va m in equation (A9) is altered until equation (AlO) is , 
satisfied. 
Another method of utilizing equations (A9) and (AlO) to obtain the 
velocities between blade rows is to specify an axial velocity change 
across a blade row at some radial station such as the tip section. This 
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action is similar to setting the tip section loading. Axial velocities 
can then be determined from equation (A9) written between the tip and 
any other radial station. The hub radius is then determined by solving 
equation (A10) for rho This method has the desirable feature that it 
eliminates a trial and error solution of equation (A10) for Va m and , 
also permits a tip section loading to be set directly. 
The computational method used in the design of the compressor 
herein reported was to compute velocities from the previously described 
equations for a prescribed inner contour. An approximate method of 
determining the Va m in equation (A9) that would satisfy equation (A10) , 
was used. It was assumed that the mean radius conditions at blade row 
inlet and exit stations represented average conditions. Downstream Va,m 
and Pm were computed from inlet and exit passage areas and the inlet 
mean radius axial velocities and densities, that is, from 
(PiVai)mA = (pVa)mA. 
After the satisfaction of continuity (equation (A10)) by the above 
method, the hub casing radii were arbitrarily reduced to account for 
casing boundary-layer growth. This reduction in area is similar to 
assuming boundary-layer blockage factors (K = Wd/Wideal). A tabulation 
of the corresponding K factors is presented in table II. To determine 
the effective boundary-layer blockage factors that resulted from the 
actual hub radii, the assumed K factors, and the approximate method 
of satisfying continuity that was used, Wideal was computed at each 
axial station by a numerical integration of the calculated weight-flow 
distributions. The hub radii used in these integrations were the actual 
hub radii. A tabulation of the effective K's is presented in table II. 
The fact that some of the K values are greater than 1.00 resulted 
because the previously mentioned approximate method used to satisfy con-
tinuity yielded weight flows which were from 1 to 1.5 percent below the 
design value. At the time this compressor was designed, very little 
information was available regarding what values of K to use. Hence, 
a redesign of the compressor to provide a smooth decrease in effective 
K values from inlet to exit was considered to be unnecessary. It was 
also felt that the increase in angles of attack which would result in 
the third stage for K values above unity would not exceed the high 
efficiency angle-of-attack range of that stage. 
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APPENDIX B 
THE EFFECT OF TEST FLUID ON PERFORMANCE OF A BLADE ROW 
A comparison between the performance of a blade row in air (1 = 1.4) 
and Freon- 12 (1 = 1 . 125) will be made for isentropic flow conditions . 
It is assumed that t he blade row turning angle is independent of the 
test fluid. The subscript F will refer to Freon- 12 as the test fluid, 
and no subscript refers to air . The comparisons will be made at the 
same inlet conditions in each fluid, that is, the same Mi , ~i' and Pi. 
The flow processes \vill be assumed to be isentropic . Hence, Pi = Pe = P 
and Acr . Acr Acr · At the inlet: l e 
1 
( 
- 1 2)1-1 1 + 1 2 Mi (Bl) 
and 
and 
plying £ by 
i 
are determined for 
Hhich is known . 
t ion (Bl) written at the exit station. 
equati on (B2) '~itten at station e . 
and 
Since on a one -d imensional basis 
P 
Pe 
Ai cos ~ 
(B2) 
is then obtained by multi-
is then determined from equa -
is determined by solving 
is determined from 
Ae - cos(~ - 8) (B)) 
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and ~ and 8 are assumed to be the same regardless of the test fluid , 
:: = (::) 
F 
(134 ) 
From ~ = Mi , F t he value of (Ai) 
\ Acr F 
can be determined from equa-
tion (B2) written for Freon inlet condi tions . From this area ratio an'} 
equation (B4), (AC ) was computed. Acr The Freon value of exit Mach nUIn-
ber, 
F 
M F is determined by 
"e, 
ditions and solving it using 
writing equation (B2) 
the value of (Ae ) 
Acr F 
for Freon exit con-
computed . Since Mi 
and ~ in both air and Freon have been determined , the compar jsons of 
Freon and air static pressure ratio, static density ratio, a d l oading 
Pe - Pi parame t er expressed as are determined from t he f ollowi ng 
(p - P)i 




, - 1 , - 1 1 + M/ Pe - 2-
--
Pi 1 + 
, 
- 1 tv~ 2 2 
(B5a) 
'F 
'F - 1 2 I F-
1 
1 + ~ (;~) = 2 1 - 1 l ' F 1 + F ~,F 2 2 
(B5b) 
( pe)J(/Pe \ is obt ained by dividing equatlon (B5a) by (B5b) . Pi I Pi)F 
(B6) 
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and 
where Pe/Pi is determined from equation (B5a), (Pe/Pi)F from (B5b) , 
P/Pi from (Bl) , and (P/Pi)F from (Bl) written for Freon . 
The comparative computations were made for various combinations of 
inlet Mach number and air static pressure ratios . As mentioned pre-
viously, all calculations were done isentropically which means that all 
flow processes were treated as shockless . Hence, for the conditions 
computed for inlet Mach numbers above 1 . 0 no account of shock losses 
was made . Whenever the air condition went from supersonic inlet to sub-
sonic exit flow conditions to produce a given pressure ratio the corre-
sponding Freon condition was assumed to do likewise . 
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TABLE I 
8UMMARY OF VELOCITY DIAGRAM DATA 
Inlet radius Exit radius Inlet Mach Inlet angle, Turning angle, Blade row ratio, ri/rt ratio, re/rt number, M 13, deg 9, deg 
0.500 0.578 0.783 45 .0 28.6 Rl 
· 750 .789 .998 56 .3 10.4 1.000 1.000 1.238 63 .4 4.5 
.606 .634 .676 41.8 30.2 81 .803 .817 .602 34.0 18.8 1.000 1.000 .566 28·5 9·3 
. 657 .692 . 805 46 .4 30.0 R2 .829 .846 
.909 53 .4 15·9 1.000 1.000 1.021 59·2 6.0 
·712 .744 .765 43.8 28.7 82 .856 .872 .693 44.5 26.5 1.000 1.000 . 636 47·3 26.2 
·750 ·750 ·797 49.3 28.4 R3 .875 .875 .865 54.2 15·1 1.000 1.000 
·935 58.6 4.9 
·750 . 750 
·707 49.7 28.0 83 .875 .875 .640 51. 3 25·0 1.000 1.000 
.584 54.5 23·1 
I 
Axial velocity 6.p 
ratio, Vae/Vai ~P - p)i 
0.892 0.63 
.892 .45 
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TABLE II 
INNER CONTOUR AND BOUNDARY-LAYER BLOCKAGE FACTORS 
Axial station, Hub-tip Assumed Effective 
in. ratio K-factors K-factors 
Rl-i 0.00 0·500 1.00 1.00 
Rl-e 2.17 
·575 ·99 ·99 
Sl-i 3·52 .602 ·99 1.00 
Sl-e 5·25 .629 ·99 1.00 
R2-i 6.67 .651 
·99 1.00 
R2-e 8.85 .685 ·98 ·99 
S2-i 10.00 ·700 ·97 .98 
S2-e 11.90 ·725 ·95 ·96 
R3-i 13·05 ·743 ·97 ·97 
R3-e 15·16 ·750 1.00 1.01 
S3-i 16·32 ·750 1.00 1.01 
S3-e 18.14 ·750 1.00 1.01 
TABLE III 
SUMMARY OF BLADE-SELECTION DATA 
ri + re Inlet angle, Turning angle, Solidity, Chord, Blade row Blade section 
2rt ~', deg 9', deg a in. 
0·539 46 .6 31.0 65( 17· 5A10) 10 1.250 2.42 
Rl · 770 57·7 13 .4 65(8 . 5~I4b)08 1.087 3·00 
1.000 64·7 7·2 65(4.7~I8b)06 1.000 3·59 
.620 41.1 29·2 65(15. 8A10) 06 1.191 1.86 
Sl .810 33 .8 18 .3 65(9 . 9AI0) 08 1.045 2.13 
1.000 28. 7 9· 7 65(4. 7A10) 10 · 953 2.40 
. 674 46.7 30.4 65(17.5A10)10 1.215 2.42 
R2 .837 54 ·9 19·0 Rest of blade 1.145 2.83 1.000 61.8 12.0 obtained from 1.100 3·25 
rotor 1 mas ter 
.728 44.6 30.0 65( 16. 9AI0) 06 1.195 2. 18 
S2 . 864 44.4 26·3 65(16. OAI0) 08 1.052 2.28 
1.000 45.7 23· 6 65 ( 15 · 3AlO) 10 
· 953 2·39 
·750 50 · 5 30.6 65(17 .5AI0)10 1.220 2.42 
R3 .875 56·7 20·3 Rest of blade 1.184 2. 74 1.000 62 .2 13·3 obtained from 1.154 3·05 
rotor 1 master 
·750 51.9 31.9 65(16 . 9A10) 06 1.385 2.18 
S3 . 875 52·7 27·6 65(16 . lA10) 078 1.243 2.28 
1.000 54 ·9 23·7 65 (15.4AI0) 096 1.135 2.38 
c, 
Blade setting 
!::i::L' angle, ~ ' - eL ', , 
deg deg 
28. 0 0 
48.2 0 
59· 0 0 
21·7 +2·7 
22.4 +·3 
23·9 -2. 0 
27·2 +1.2 
42 · 7 0 




32.0 -. 7 
30 .4 +1.8 
43 · 1 +.1 
51.9 +·3 
33·3 - ·5 
34·9 +· 5 
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Rotor 
(rJrt)i = 1.000 
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(a) First stage . 















(b ) Second stage . 
. 2 - Continued . Flgure . 
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(c) Third stage. 













































Figure 4. - Freon and air comparison of the blade loading expr essed as 
~/(p - P )i across a blade row for various a ir static-pressure 
ratios and inlet Mach number s. In the computations, inlet condi-
tions and turning angles were the same for each of the two gases 
and flow processes were assumed to be isentr op i c . 
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M j 
Figure 5. - Variation in pr essure recovery acr oss a normal shock for 
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(a ) Freon and air comparison of static-~ressure ratios . 
1.00 r-==-:~_-9t-r===_  --:=-_=_-=-_ -_T- -- ---. _T_- _-_-_---,--,---,------, 
---t-- - I-- _ _ 
-- -
j--- -
.80 L-_----L-_----L __ -L-_---L __ ..l-_----L_------lL..-----l 
\.0 1.2 1.6 \.8 
(b) Freon and a i r com~arison of stat i c dens ity r atios . 
Figure 6.- Freon and air com~arison of static ~ressure and density ratios 
acr oss a blade r ow at the same inlet conditions and t urning angles for 
each of the two gases . All flow ~rocesses were assumed to be isentro~ic. 
l 
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Figure 7.- Devi ations from mean r adius air design angles of attack through 
the compressor which r esult from one -dimens ional calculations at condi-
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Figure 8.- Deviations from mean r adius air design angles of attack through 
the compressor which r esult from one - dimensional calculations at condi-
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(a) Four-bell thermocouple rake. 
51 
L-89378 
(b) Ten- bell stagnation pressure 
rake . 
Figure 10 .- Stagnation pressure and temperature rakes. 
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Figure 11.- Over all performance characteristics of the three - stage 
t r ansonic compressor. 
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Figure 13 .- Variation of exit Mach number with speed and weight flow. 
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I I 
Design condition 
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Figure 15 .- Compar i son of r otor 1 relative inlet Mach numbers and inlet 
angles at the maximum weight flow at the Freon equivalent design 
rotational speed and at the peak efficiency point at 92 percent of 
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Figure 16.- Radial variation in overall stagnation pressure ratio at 
wide-open throttle, peak efficiency, and peak pressure ratio for 
several rotational speeds. 
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